This paper presents an unsupervised visual theme discovery framework as a better (more compact and effective) alternative for semantic representation of visual contents. Firstly, a tag filtering algorithm was proposed focusing on the tag's ability of visual content description. Then a spectral clustering algorithm is applied to cluster tags into visual themes based on their visual similarity and semantic similarity measures. User studies have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and rationality of the discovered visual themes and obtain promising results. Additionally, two common computer vision tasks, example based image search and keyword based image search to explore potential applications of the proposed framework. The experimental results show that visual themes significantly outperform tags on semantic image understanding and achieve state-of-art performance in these two tasks.
INTRODUCTION
The popularization of user image sharing websites (e.g. Flickr and Instagram) encourages more and more people to share their life experience by uploading numerous images every day. Many user images are annotated with tags which are helpful for computer vision (CV) algorithms to understand the semantic meaning of them. However, due to users' subjectivity for naming tags, different tags are often used to describe visually similar images. This often confuses CV algorithms since they are forced to distinguish similar visual instances. Moreover, such subjectivity also greatly increase the size of the tag vocabulary. Although some traditional dimensionality reduction approaches could work for noise removal, they fail to distinguish visually and semantically similar tags.
To address this issue, some recent work attempt to use visual concepts instead of tags to represent visual content of images [1] [2] [3] . However, the concepts themselves are often manually defined, and the subjectivity of concept definition hinders its extension to be applied on different user image sets. This motivates us to explore objective visual concepts directly from images and associated tags.
In this work, we propose to use Visual Theme (VT) to represent visual contents. A visual theme, consisted of a small set of tags, can describe a group of similar visual contents in images. Besides, tags within the same VT are also semantically related. For visual theme discovery, we start by examining each tag's ability of visual content description, then eliminate tags whose descriptive ability are relatively low. Then we cluster remaining tags into a set of visual themes based on their visual similarity and semantic similarity. The workflow of the proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
To evaluation the quality of discovered visual themes, we design a human-based evaluation experiment, and obtained promising results. We also explore potential applications of VTs via two common retrieval tasks: example based image search and keyword based image search. The experimental results show the advantages of using VTs rather than individual tags for these tasks.
II. VISUAL THEME DISCOVERY
This section elaborates the theme discovery framework. Given an image corpus and associated tags, we first pick tags who are good at describing visual contents, then cluster them into a set of VTs based on visual similarity and semantic similarity.
A. Tag Filtering
Since not all tags are good at describing visual contents, so we need to filter out ones who are not qualified. We do it based on such an assumption: if a tag is good at describing visual content, its associated images should also share similar visual contents. For implementation, we represent images as feature activations extracted from the pre-trained convolution neural network (CNN) model. We then define Weighted K-Nearest Measure (WKNM) to measure a tag's ability of visual content description.
Given a tag and its associated image set , for every related image , we find its nearest neighbors based on the Cosine distance of their visual features. Thus, the similarity score between image and other images in could be computed as: Figure 1 . Overview of visual theme discovery framework and its applications. Given images and associated tags, we first eliminate less qualified tags using WNKM tag filtering method, then clustering tag into visual themes according to their semantic and visual similarities. Next we ask human evaluators to evaluate the quality of discovered visual themes. Applications of visual themes are shown at the bottom row.
where is an indicator function which equals to 1 if image contains tag , otherwise it is set to 0. is the number of nearest neighbors of image . It could be noticed that is penalized by multiplying a weight according to the sequence in neighbors (a closer neighbor has a smaller sequence index). Hence, quantifies tag 's ability of visual content description based on image . The working flow of WKNM method is illustrated in Fig.  2 . Figure 2 . Workflow of Weighted K-Nearest Measure. Given a tag and its associated images, for each image, we find its visual K-nearest neighbors and examine if other images under the same tag frequently appear in its K neighbors. We compute a score (higher is better) of each associated image of the given tag, then take the median to quantify the tag's ability towards visual content description.
We successively compute all similarity scores of images in tag 's associated image set , then take the median score to quantify tag 's ability of visual content description. We call such a median the Visual Content Descriptive Level (VCDL) of a given tag. A larger VCDL of a tag indicates it is good at describing certain visual contents. We choose the median because it is a robust statistic, even if dataset is biased, the median is unlikely to offer an arbitrarily large or small result.
Based on WKNM, we compute VCDLs for all tags and eliminate those whose scores fall below a certain threshold. The threshold is empirically set since distribution of tag data is often biased and unbalanced. Table 1 gives a few examples of filtered tags on Corel5K dataset. Here we use "too specific", "too abstract" and "too generic" to subjectively describe some filtered tags, because the method itself does not know what is "specific" or "generic". From the table, we could clearly see our method can automatically remove tags that are not suitable for visual content description. However, when we look at the remaining tags, we found some of them are synonyms e.g. "jet" and "plane". It is necessary to group them together since they are likely to confuse CV algorithms and introduce extra computational cost. Moreover, we notice some tags are often used together to describe particular visual content. For instance, in the Corel5K dataset, "grizzly" only appears together with "bears" in images containing bears. This motivates us to measure tag similarity both semantically and visually. 
B. Tag Visual Similarity Measure
We measure tag visual similarity by examining their distances in the visual space, in which each tag could be represented by its associated images (a subset of the whole image set) in the visual space. We modify the Hausdorff distance (HD) [4] to examine the tag visual similarity:
Where and are image feature points of tags and in the high-dimensional visual space, is certain distance metric between these points. In our case, we use the Euclidean distance.
is the number of images associated with tag .
Ultimately we can obtain a distance matrix where each entry is the visual distance between two tags. It's easy to switch distance to similarity: just rescale all values in to the range from 0 to 1, then replace each entry value with the difference between 1 and original value. We denoted the tag visual similarity matrix as
. Larger values in indicates stronger visual similarity between two tags.
C. Tag Semantic Similarity Measure
We measure semantic similarity between two tags by evaluating their word embedding [5] in an unsupervised manner. In the embedding space, each distinct word is represented as an N-dimensional vector. The embedding algorithm first assigns each word vector with random values, then recursively adjust the value of these vectors according to some objective function. More specifically, we train a Skip-gram neural network language model [5] on the latest dump of English Wikipedia using Word2Vec [6] toolset.
Once training process is completed, we extract word vectors from the trained model according to the content of tags, then evaluate the semantic similarity of each pair of tags by computing cosine distance between their corresponding word vectors. Similarly, we build the semantic similarity matrix . Again, we replace each entry value in with the difference between 1 and original value. Larger values in indicates stronger semantic similarity between two corresponding tags.
D. Clustering Tags into Visual Themes
With two similarity matrices and , we linearly merge them into joint similarity matrix $M_{join}$ via a parameter (from 0 to 1). We can control the proportion of visual and semantic components by tuning :
Based on , we adopt spectral clustering to cluster tags into a collection of visual themes. Table 2 describes a few themes discovered on Corel5K dataset with fixed to 0.12. We have done some experiments on alpha values ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 with an interval of 0.02. We found that a large value of alpha would group tags with similar semantic meanings into different visual themes, which makes results not quite reasonable. In this regard, we empirically set alpha to a small value of no more than 0.3 which we found worked well. 
III. HUMAN EVALUATION OF VISUAL THEMES
After the clustering phase, each visual theme is represented as a set of tags and associated images. We then design a human evaluation experiment to examine the quality of them.
We work on the Corel5K dataset [7] and discover 100 visual themes from 4500 training images and associated tags. We feed training images into the VGG-16 [8] model and take the output of 'fc7' (4,096 dimensions) layer as visual features. Then we choose 499 testing images as the evaluation set, and replace tag based annotation with corresponding visual themes. Next we remove themes whose frequencies of occurrence are less than 3 times across all testing images, and keep 66 visual themes for evaluation. For each visual theme, we first show its tags and associated images to human evaluators, then asked them to examine whether the visual content described by this visual theme appears in all the associated images. If not, they need to give the number of images which they think are relevant to the given theme. Thus we can easily compute the ratio of relevant images for each visual theme, and we name such a ratio as the accuracy of visual content description (AVCD) of a visual theme. The AVCD for each visual theme is obtained by averaging all evaluators' responses on that theme. Besides, we also ask human subjects to check if all tags within a visual theme are semantically connected and refer to similar visual content. If so, the corresponding visual theme is regarded as rational and vice versa.
17 human subjects participated in the evaluation experiment and result is summarized in Fig 3. In (a) we can clearly see that more than half of discovered visual themes achieve an AVCD over 0.9 on visual content description, and only 4% of them did not perform well on this task. In terms of rationality, 92% of visual themes are voted as rational while the remaining 8% are not. The experiment result demonstrates the effectiveness of discovered visual themes towards visual content description. A print version of evaluation examples and interface could be found in the supplementary materials.
IV. APPLICATION OF VISUAL THEMES
After human evaluation of visual themes, we further investigate potential applications of visual themes via two common computer vision experiments: example based image search and keyword based image search. Similar as [9] , we construct a random forest using image features and the discovered visual themes. In each random tree, we do binary split on visual features, and evaluate the split by computing histogram of visual themes. The well-known information gain is used as the objective function. The structure of the random forest is shown in the supplementary material (Part E).
The architecture of random forest is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Given a test image, we feed its visual feature into one random tree, and it keeps falling until it reaches a leaf node. Consequently, training examples under the same leaf node share similar or same visual themes with the test image. Here we name a related training example as a Hybrid Neighbor (HN). We successively feed the test image to all random trees and obtain the Hybrid Neighbor Set (HNS) which is formed by all HNs. Additionally, the frequency of occurrence for a single HN in HNS is defined as Hybrid Neighbor Vote (HNV). Apparently, a larger HNV indicates stronger similarity between a train image and a test image, and vice versa. The visual feature of test image is put into the forest and similar images in training set will be found. Training images with higher frequency of occurrence will enjoy a higher rank in the returned result.
A. Example Based Image Search
The retrieval system accepts an image as input and then returns a list of ranked images based on some similarity measure. In our case, we just put the test image into the random forest and obtain its HNS and corresponding HNVs. The returned images are then ranked by their HNVs following a descending order.
We work on the popular Corel5K [7] benchmark which contains 4999 images. It is commonly split into 4500 images for training and the remaining 499 for testing, and 260 tags appear in both two sets. Since Corel5K dataset does not have ground truth images for this task, we use K-Nearest Semantic Measure (KNSM) defined in [9] as evaluation metric. A larger KNSM indicates stronger similarity between query image and its HNs since they share more tags.
We eliminate 25 tags by setting threshold of the visual content description levels (VCDLs) as 1.5, and we then discover 100 visual themes using 235 remaining tags. For retrieval, 400 random trees are constructed (we have varied the number of trees and obtained similar results). We also reproduce the result in [9] for comparison. In terms of the baseline method, we select Joint Equal Contribution (JEC) [10] where various types of features are equally weighted for visual distance measurement. Fig. 5 shows some qualitative results of three methods: random forest on visual themes (RFoVT), random forest on tags (RFoT) [9] and JEC. Pink numbers under the result images denote their corresponding HNVs, the blue number is similar to HNV, but it's computed based on tags in stead of visual themes. Magenta numbers mean the rankings of returned images using JEC method. Apparently RFoVT outperforms the other two approaches in both good (see first example) and bad cases (see the last example). We also provide quantitative analysis using KNSM. We perform retrieval using all 499 testing images and result is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Clearly our method finds images with higher semantic similarity than the other two methods. Our success on this task demonstrates that visual themes are better than tags in terms of visual content description. 
B. Keyword Based Image Search
Given a query keyword, the retrieval system returns a collection of images that are most likely to contain that word. We consider NUS-Wide-Lite dataset [11] which contains 55,615 images, half of them (27,807) are used for training and the other half (27,808) for testing. We directly use 1,000 tags provided by the author.
We first remove tags whose VCDLs are below than 2.5, then cluster 904 remaining tags into 300 visual themes. Again, we build 400 random trees and evaluate the proximity between a test instance and a visual theme as:
where is the size of hybrid neighbor set (HNV) of instance , denotes a hybrid neighbor (HN) in HNV, and denotes the hybrid neighbor votes (HNV) of .
is an indicator function which equals to 1 if visual theme $c$ exists in , and is equal to 0 otherwise.
In the experiment, we treat each visual theme as a whole keyword, which means searching with any tags within the same visual theme will obtain the same results. We compare the Mean Average Precision (MAP) achieved on visual themes (RFoVT) with six previous methods on 81 manually defined concepts, namely, K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Entropic Graph Semi-Supervised Classification (EGSSC) [12] , Label Exclusive Linear Representation (LELR) [13] , Feature Analysis and Multi-Modality Fusion (CFA-MMF) [14] , and random forest based (RFoMC) [9] .
The overall results are shown in Fig. 7 . We can clearly see that some of previous methods have achieved much higher MAP than the KNN baseline on 81 manually selected concepts, but they still fail to achieve a MAP over 40%. While our random forest on visual themes (RFoVT) could obtain a MAP of 42.96%. This result demonstrates automatically discovered visual themes could do better than manually selected concepts in terms of visual representation. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we put forward an unsupervised framework to automatically discover visual theme which can effectively describe visual contents. Our idea of the unsupervised image tag clustering is very original and novel, which has been further demonstrated to be useful in common computer vision application tasks via human evaluation and three experiments. Considering huge amount of (noisy) tags in online image sources (e.g. Facebook, Instagram), our new image tag clustering method can potentially be used for knowledge discovery and image categorization in large online repositories.
